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Abstract. Future district heating systems need to be more flexible and move towards a carbon- neutral 
generation. Compression heat pumps are foreseen to be promising future tools for district heating systems in 
EU countries. The paper presents the simulation data or a vertical double-pipe geothermal heat exchanger 
with ethylene glycol-Al2O3 as a working fluid. To simulate the operation of the heat exchanger, the STAR-
CCM + CFD application was used. It has been determined the optimal volume particle concentrations of 
nanofluid and enhance of heat exchanger performance. 

1 Introduction  
In many countries, there is a clear trend towards 
increasing variable renewable energy sources in the 
energy balance, primarily as an alternative to nuclear and 
coal energy. In particular, in the EU Northern countries, 
it is planned to completely abandon traditional energy 
sources by 2050 with the transition to renewable ones 
[1]. The spread of renewable sources is aimed to reduce 
gas, oil, coal consumption and to create more 
environmentally friendly installations [2]. 

One of the trends is implementation of heat pumps. 
Compression heat pumps are foreseen to be promising 
future tools for district heating systems in EU countries. 
Low-grade heat sources for the pumps have been 
categorized as follows [1,3,4]: 

- sewage water, temperature range 10-20 °C; 
- ambient water (sea, river), temperature range  
2-15 °C; 
- geothermal sources, temperature range 9-55 °C; 
- flue gases, temperature range 34-60 °C; 
- industrial excess heat, temperature range 12-46 °C. 
Fig. 1 presents a schematic diagram of a geothermal 

district heating system with heat extraction and 
distribution systems and heat pump [6]. 

Propane, propylene glycol in a concentration of 30-
35%, ethylene glycol 30-35% are used as a working fluid 
for the heat extraction system [6].  

The ethylene glycol coolant has a low freezing point, 
which is necessary for operation at negative 
temperatures and does not cause corrosion of the 
installation elements. 

 

Fig. 1. Geothermal district heating system with heat pump  

1 – heat exchanger; 2 – earth ground; 3 – pumps; 4 – heat 
pump; 5 – heat consumer. 

It has been elaborated in [7, 8], that the addition of 
Al2O3 particles to the base fluid increases the heat 
transfer coefficient, while the friction coefficient 
decreases [9]. The average heat transfer coefficient of 
the ethylene glycol-Al2O3 fluid comparing to water-
Al2O3 increases with an increase nanoparticle 
concentration, and at high concentrations it is about 17% 
[10, 11]. 

One of the factors affecting the efficiency of adding 
nanoparticles to the base fluid is their size. As described 
in [12], when the particle size of Al2O3 is 13 nm, the 
thermal conductivity coefficient increases by an average 
of 30% compared to the base fluid, and for particle size 
equal to 40 nm, the thermal conductivity increases by 
10%. Adding 10 nm particles with a volume 
concentration of 0.3% increase the thermal conductivity 
of a nanofluid up to 40% [13]. 

For modeling, it is necessary to define the relation of 
thermal conductivity and viscosity with respect to the 
volume concentration of nanoparticles. As described in 
[14-16], with an increase of the volume concentration, 
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the viscosity and thermal conductivity are also 
increasing. 

All studies described above were made for low 
volumetric concentrations and particle sizes. This paper 
is dedicated to evaluate the effect of adding 150 nm 
aluminum oxide nanoparticles with a volume 
concentration of 1, 2, 5, 6 % on the heat generation of a 
vertical geothermal heat exchanger. 

2 Materials and methods  
In this study, a model of a vertical geothermal double-
pipe heat exchanger was used. The height of the heat 
exchanger is equal to 1.5 m, the outer pipe is 219x7.7 
mm, the inner pipe is 180x16.2 mm. 

A vertical heat exchanger has several benefits as 
compared to the horizontal one. It can be installed 
anywhere and requires less space. 

The working fluid enters the inner pipe then passes 
into the annulus formed by the inner and outer pipes. 
While circulating through annular space, the working 
fluid gains heat from the ground. It was assumed that 
the volumetric flow rate is equal to 0.001 m3/s, the 
initial velocity of the working fluid entering the heat 
exchanger is 0.059 m/s. 

A 35% ethylene glycol solution with aluminum 
nanoparticles at initial temperature of  
6 ° C was used as working fluid. The setpoints (no 
nanoparticles) are in accordance with the manual of the 
heat pump.  

Typical values for ethylene glycol and Al2O3 used 
in the simulation are presented in Tab. 1. 

Table 1. Thermophysical properties of ethylene glycol [17] 
and Al2O3. 

Parameters Ethylene 
glycol 

Al2O3 

Density ρ, kg/m3 1045 3970 
Heat capacity c, J/(kg∙K) 3575 775 
Thermal conductivity, 
W/(m∙K) 

0.4584 40 

Kinematic viscosity, m2/s 6.29∙10-6 - 
Dynamic viscosity, Pa∙s 65.506∙10-4 - 

The density of nanofluid corresponding to 
densities of the base fluid ρeth and nanoparticles ρAl2O3 
is calculated as follows 

 ( )
2 3

1nf eth Al O    = −  +   (1) 

where φ is the volume fraction of particles. 
Heat capacity and relative thermal conductivity of 

nanofluid are represented by equations [16] 

 ( )
2 3

1-nf ef Al Oс f с f c=  +   (2) 

 1 (0.019 0.00383 )rk D = + + %%  (3) 

where f - mass particle concentration, /р f  =% , р , 

f  are the density of the nanoparticle and base fluid 

respectively, /pD d =% , pd ,   are nanoparticle size 
and effective size of the base fluid molecule.  

The dynamic viscosity can be estimated by 
Brinkman’s expression as:  

 
( )2.51

eth
nf





=

−
 (4) 

The thermophysical data of nanofluids with respect 
to various concentrations of nanoparticle at an initial 
temperature of 6 °C, calculated by Eq. (1-4) are 
presented in Tab. 2.  

To simulate the operation of the heat exchanger, the 
STAR-CCM + CFD application was used, which allows 
to numerically solve the Navier-Stokes equations. To 
take into account the multiphase nature of the working 
fluid, the Lagrange method is used. The equation of 
continuity has the form 

 0u =
r  (4) 

The momentum conservation equation is 

 2
,eth p

u u u p u f
t

  

 +  = − +  −  

r r r r  (5) 

where u is the velocity of the carrier phase (in our case, 
ethylene glycol); p is the pressure; µet is the dynamic 
viscosity of the carrier phase; fp,Σ is the total drag force 
of particles located in one computational cell. fp,Σ is 
defined as 

 , ,p p if f =   (6) 

The drag force is defined as: 

Table 2. Thermo physical properties of nanofluid. 

Parameter 
Volume concentration φ, % 

1 2 5 6 
Density, kg/m3 1074 1103 1191 1220 
Heat capacity, J/(kg∙K) 3472 3374 3108 3029 
Thermal conductivity, W/(m∙K) 0.483 0.493 0.513 0.518 
Kinematic viscosity, m2/s 6.253∙10-6 6.244∙10-6 6.25∙10-6 6.265∙10-6 
Dynamic viscosity, Pa∙s 0.006717 0.006890 0.007447 0.007646 
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where CD,i is the coefficient of resistance, which can be 
estimated by Schiller-Neumann’s formula [19]. 

The number of calculated cells is 746 584. The basic 
size of the grid cell is 10 mm (Fig. 2). 

To account for two-phase flow, the Lagrange method 
was used and represented by equations: 
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Equations (8-10) describe the motion of a "virtual" 
particle with a diameter dp, its rotation and interphase 
heat transfer between the particles and the base fluid 
(Ranz-Marshall formula) [19]. 

 
Fig. 2. Grid model for calculating a heat exchanger. 

The following conditions were assumed for 
modeling: 

1) To save computer power, the movement of the 
working fluid starts 0.15 m from the bottom; 

3) The temperature of the outer wall and bottom is 
twall = 5 ° C; 

4) To reduce the hydraulic resistance in the heat 
exchanger, the distance from the bottom to the outlet 
section of the inner tube is 74 mm; 

5) The flat section (T_out_sense) was assumed at a 
height of 1.495 m, according to which a report file was 
created, determining the average outlet temperature Tout. 

The boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Boundary conditions for modeling (T_out_sense section 
was created to determine the temperature at the outlet from the 
heat exchanger). 

The thermal power output of the heat exchanger is 
calculated as: 

 ( ))v p out inQ G c T T= −  (11) 

3 Results  
To analyze the effect of using nanofluid on heat 
exchanger efficiency, the initial calculation was made for 
the base fluid. The results are presented in Tab. 3. 

Table 3. Results of numerical simulation of a ground heat 
exchanger without nanoparticles. 

Parameter Result 
Outlet temperature, °C -4.65 

Temperature difference, °C 1.35 
Thermal power, W 5062.0 

Figures 4 and 5 shows the temperature distributions 
at the outlet and in the bottom part of heat exchanger for 
2% volume particle concentration. 

 

Fig. 4. Temperature distribution of ethylene glycol with Al2O3 
nanoparticle at the outlet of the heat exchanger. 

 
Fig. 5. Temperature distribution of ethylene glycol c 
nanoparticle Al2O3 in the bottom part of the heat exchanger. 
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Table 4 and Fig. 6 shows the results of calculating 
the model using nanoparticles. 

Table 4. Results of numerical simulation of a ground heat 
exchanger with the addition of nanoparticles. 

Parameter Volume concentration φ, % 
1 2 5 6 

Outlet 
temperature, °C -4.58 -4.53 -4.50 -4.54 

Temperature 
difference, °C 1.42 1.47 1.50 1.46 

Thermal power, 
W 5412.2 5712.1 6184.6 6090.2 

The obtained results show the increase of 
temperature difference of the nanofluid in comparison 
with the base fluid heating. This is due to enhance of the 
thermal conductivity when nanoparticles are added. 
When the concentration is more than 5% temperature 
difference decreases.  

Temperature increase can be related with the 
deposition of particles that remain on the walls, thereby 
heating up more intensively and transferring heat to the 
carrier phase. 

 
Fig. 6. Dependence of the increase in heating of the coolant on 
the added concentration of nanoparticles. 

4 Conclusion 
A simulation of a vertical geothermal heat exchanger 
with a nano fluid (ethylene glycol-Al2O3) at various 
volumetric concentrations has been carried out. Based on 
the results of numerical modeling, the dependences of 
working fluid outlet temperature and the heat exchanger 
capacity with respect to the concentration of 
nanoparticles are determined. Further research is 
required with the use of nanoparticles of different 
composition and the refinement of the model taking into 
account the distribution of soil temperature along with 
the height. 
 
This study was supported by the Russian Science Foundation 
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